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About This Game

The main hero of this game became an ordinary cube. "And the weakest of mortals can change the course of history" - more
precisely, and the simplest of all when - any existing protagonists can turn your idea of platformers!

Features:

Sandbox: freebuild with all game blocks / textures

Nice background music

Simple controls

Upcoming updates

Minimal graphics

Various levels

"Monstrous trials!"

Cool Steam achievements
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In this, at first glance, unpretentious game you have to overcome many amazing and breathtaking tests, play for the small red
cube.

Jump through obstacles, activate buttons and avoid spikes, come across here and there - the collision with them will not bring
you anything good. Elementary in its essence, but unusually exciting game. A lot of positive emotions + interesting

achievements in the kit.
The game has a sandbox mode, in which you can play with blocks and textures!
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Title: Cube - The Jumper
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DZEJK
Publisher:
Garage Games
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Celeron, Single Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This is a fantastic game and everyone should buy it!. Cube - The Jumper is a simple little game, and the video above showcases
all that's worth to know before buying.

It was released today, so obviously there is going to be bugs here and there.

I also really hope that there will be more levels in future updates to the game, since the game itself is quite entertaining. The 7
levels that are in the game as of now are defeatable by anybody, it would be nice to see an update with harder levels, that might
take a few tries to get through. Although for 1 euro, as it is, it's totally worth it.

Overall, very pleased with the purchase.
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